Case Study

Do you want to gain valuable work experience and develop your passion?
Are you looking for an internship/work?

The first event of the “Lingaro Case Study” series could just be the solution!

About Lingaro:
Lingaro is a fast-growing company based in Poland, providing Information Technology consulting and services in the field of Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence. Over the past few years, we have established ourselves as the preferred vendor of choice among some of the Fortune Global 500 corporations. Such strong growth is helping us unfold our vision of becoming a well-recognized, multinational company. It has also enabled us to offer multiple opportunities for committed and talented candidates. We seek motivated individuals to participate in and contribute to our growth story.

Topic of the case study:
At a Consumer Goods company, there is a business requirement for creating a data-mart fulfilling reporting requirements. The intention is to build a sales reporting system that analyzes trade data across several dimensions and displays this information attractively. This case describes the scenario and requires analyses, design of the data model, and visualization report.

Location & time:
The workshop will be held on Tuesday, the 24th of April from 16:00 to 20:00 hours at the Warsaw University of Technology (Faculty of Electronics and Information Technology, room 202).

Registration:
Send your CVs by 18th of April to career@lingaro.com.
The number of participants is limited. So, do not hesitate!

Three groups providing the best responses will also receive awards!

Do not miss it, explore with us the world of Business Intelligence!